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Dear Andrea,

Quoted below is the section on Authors’ Rights from the Information for Authors on the Taylor and Francis / AST website (http://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?journalCode=uast20&page=instructions#.Usc8W89HuHk)

*Author Rights.* The copyright for articles published in AST is owned by AAAR. The Author Rights section of the Taylor and Francis website (http://journalauthors.tandf.co.uk/preparation/copyright.asp) lists the rights that authors retain with regard to the use of their published articles. Note that most uses require explicit acknowledgement of prior publication in AST. Authors should consult the Taylor and Francis website for details. These rights include the right of students to include their published articles in their theses, with the proper acknowledgement.

As an author or co-author of a paper, you may use material from the paper in your thesis. However, you must acknowledge prior publication in AST, with a note something like "First published in Aerosol Science and Technology, vol. XX, Issue X, 20XX." This should appear wherever appropriate, for example, with an individual graph that appeared in AST, or at the beginning of a thesis chapter, if the entire chapter was previously published.

Please don't hesitate to contact me with further questions. Note that my email address has changed. The new address is astoffice.pam@gmail.com. The old address will not be supported after January 8.

Best regards,

Pam McMurry

Andrea Tiwari wrote:

Dear Ms. McMurry,

I am beginning to prepare my Ph.D. dissertation, and would like to include in it the article I recently published in AS&T. What is the journal's policy regarding including published articles in dissertations?

Thank you,

Andrea Tiwari

On Mon, Aug 12, 2013 at 1:20 PM, Pam AST <ast-pam@me.umn.edu> wrote:

Thank you. I've forwarded a copy to the publisher.

Best regards,
Andrea Tiwari wrote:

Dear Ms. McMurry,

Thank you for your email. I'm very glad that the image resolution and size were sufficient this time around.

I apologize for having overlooked the copyright transfer agreement. Please find it attached.

I look forward to receiving the page proofs.

Sincerely,
Andrea Tiwari

651-925-0278

On Fri, Aug 9, 2013 at 12:47 PM, ast-pam@me.umn.edu
<mailto:ast-pam@me.umn.edu>
[Quoted text hidden]
Dear Andrea,

Thanks for emailing me your questions.

1. EST grants you permission as long as you comply with ACS policies detailed in the JPA. The preceding sentence officially takes care of the written permission aspect.

2. You are allowed to edit this text. Thanks for including the articles on request link. For the reader’s sake you might also want to note that the text is altered from article version of record.

Please email or call with any additional questions. Good luck with finishing your thesis.

Matt Hotze